HSU Library Presents: Hour of Code

**Dec 8**
Explore the basics of computer programming with JavaScript.

**Dec 9**
Learn the basics of programming with a fun game involving Mark Zuckerberg and Zombies.

**Dec 10**
Experiment with web navigation & create your own customized search plug-in.

**Dec 11**
Learn CSS & design a book cover for the Book of the Year- ‘War Dances’ by Sherman Alexie.

**Dec 12**
Learn how to make a robot you can have a conversation with using Python.

Take a break from cramming for finals & get a bite to eat at the Library’s Hour of Code events - 5:00-6:00pm in the Library Fishbowl

#StressBuster #HourOfCode #ComputerScience #CSEWeek #ChangetheRatio

**The job/student gap in computer science**

- **Jobs**
  - 60% Computing Jobs
  - 40% All other math & sciences

- **Students**
  - 98% All other math & sciences
  - 2% Computer science students

Less than 2.4% of college students graduate with a degree in computer science. And the numbers have dropped since last decade.

Start with one #HourOfCode

Thank you to our partners: ITS Project Office